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grip access champ blade country absolute beast hare

knit export chomp grapes repay shine float scar

kept explore belong glance cavity globe dreamy torch

odd drizzle stink creek survey perfume soaked morning

struck aspect vacant greed supply chose brain fare

ditch clever spring blanket stray pride loafer scarf

brush bother chipmunk crisp trying froze follower barge

west comet shrimp glare shy spoke clean soar

dock usher prank glowing defy twice paint seashore

dull critic urgent cross library alike elbow turmoil

drag golf skunk bluff lonely fade mower there

practice missing indent crowd rely mile cloak author

press dusk plump blind imply broke oatmeal you're 

cash visible agent gloomy notify tube entertainment wart

lump glitter stamp globe happily stripe painful unicorn

kick truck blank glue jolly spine growth folklore

inch puppy shrank block sly locate dainty favorite

scrub shiver paint crowded they theme tease boar

plum inspect string crayon warmly grove eagle hoard

sob swung swamp blood whereby concrete season square
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motor moist applaud wear where beat tomb rockets knives

bother gown fought main mane brake comb arches deer

pillar bounce caught steel steal plane knack crosses children

actor noise daughter weight wait sent knife angles wives

crazier pound drawing creek creak heard doubt factories men

corner howl caution piece peace their thumb glasses teeth

world mount author lead led peace knight branches solos

sugar ouch sauce need knead led gnat bushes firemen

beggar couch crawl wring ring ate knob insects data

thirty frown autumn beat beet by buy  bye align cloths geese

germs mouth awesome hear here mist gnaw companies mice

sister clown yawn there their no debt berries elves

barber shout claw way weigh son kneel stories selves

party powder thoughtful cent scent shoe climb hobbies loaves

clerk doubt pause your plumber peaches oxen

orange scout hawk oh gnarl segments vetoes

circus decoy auction toe knead cities fish

charge point clause steal knothole customs criteria

forty loyal spawn threw subtle axes women

chirp blouse crawling wood knoll loves journeys 
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skipped kept always alongside swimming flammable

shipping whined background arrowhead appear grapple

grinned whistled everywhere beehive happened griddle

shopper slept whenever blacksmith different glittering

clapped tried together businessmen allowed surrender

drummer rhymed railroad checkerboard million current

bragging supplied storybook courthouse hammer burrow

dragged supported everyone countryman unhappy hurricane

zipper appeared playground textbook disappoint allowable

fitter gushed downstairs throughout squirrel cunning

tagging smashed earthquake windmill blubber allergy

snapping practiced understand worthwhile clammy chopped

swimming slammed homesick inland meddle merriment

beginning scared forever lowlands wriggled blizzard

skidded raised everybody highlands brittle summit

chatter depressed underwater handkerchief cobblestone channels

stopper kidded overcome proofread tunnels appearance

trimmed iced shoreline runaway scuffled saddened

petted followed newscast seaweed opportunities suddenly 

spotted grabbed shinbone underground accomplishments gallons
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I'll thinner deflate playful fulfilling reduce reduction

haven't funnier inflate uneasy disabled televise television

aren't littlest disappear recall unwinding nature natural

shouldn't stickier reappear retell unhappiest ignite ignition

who's curlier unnatural preschool immovable compose composition

won't happiest supernatural pretest uncorrected declare declaration

there's sharper befriend unable repacked invite invitation

mustn't busiest unfriendly unplug unstickable angel angelic

that's heaviest antonym hopeful uneventful predict prediction

she'd heavier synonym useful unbelievable extreme extremity

they'll louder forethought prepaid underrated install installation

isn't braver afterthought uncover semiskilled hospital hospitality

he'll thinnest inward recopy unoriginal metal metallic

it's fancier onward graceful transferred produce production

we're nastier disorganize joyful imperfection

they're gentler reorganize enjoyable semiclosed

who'd funniest revise skillful unlatched

she'll flakier devise helpful transplanted

she's dirtier proslavery spreadable investment

we'll dirtiest antislavery unhook declared
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Dictionary Terms

central centrality guide words

declare declaration definition

wide width spellings

invite invitation syllables

divide dividend pronunciation key

install installation parts of speech

ignite ignition entry

nation national antonym

provide provision synonym

total totality word history

explain explanation accent mark

reduce reduction meaning 

comedy comedian

product production
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